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Subject:	Airline Arrival Prioritization

To:		Members of the NAS Status Information Subgroup

From:		Andrew Lacher (MITRE); Don Benfield (UPS)

Date:		19-May-97   4:33 PM


1. 	Name of Item

	Airline arrival prioritization

AUTHORS NOTE:  This write-up is really not about a new data item, but about the potential for new operational concepts that will make new data exchanges necessary.  The new operational concepts need to be further explored before details regarding the data exchange can be more fully documented. At his point it is probably premature to discuss a data exchange without regard to the underlying operational concepts.  


2. 	Description of Item

As flights transition from enroute airspace into congested terminal airspace, the ATM system often must place restrictions on arrivals to ensure that the safe capacity of the terminal area is not exceeded.  These restrictions include metering, miles-in-trail, vectoring, long final approaches (aka tromboning), fix-load balancing, etc.   This activity is known as arrival flow management. To the air traffic management system, one flight is pretty much the same as any other flight.  However, to the operators there are huge differences among flights depending upon their operational business objectives.  In the current system, restrictions are for the most part enacted without regard for the relative priority individual airspace users are placing upon their flights. 

This situation is of particular concern at airline hub airports.  At these airports where a single airline together with its code-sharing express partners operates a hub, the traffic causing the arrival congestion problem is often dominated by the hubbing carrier.  However ATC restrictions are put in place without regard to individual airline priorities among incoming flights such as crew criticality, passenger connectivity, critical turn times, gate availability, on-time performance, fuel status, runway preference, etc.

As ATM becomes more collaborative, allowing airspace users greater flexibility and control over their own operations, this situation is likely to change.  There are two main classes of mechanisms by which this practice is likely to be altered.

1.	Airspace Users send Flight Priorities to the ATM Service Provider:  Airspace users could express their relative priorities among their flights to the ATM service providers.  This will involve operational concept changes on the part of both ATM service providers and among airspace users.  Service providers will need new ATM techniques to place restrictions in a manner that is sensitive to priorities expressed by the carriers.
2.	Airspace Users have Responsibility for Arrival Flow Management:  Airspace users will operate within ATM service provider constraints and make the necessary operational trade-offs among their own flights.  Users would thus be responsible for arrival flow management and ensuring that the arrival traffic is sufficient smoothed.

Each of these classes of mechanism raise several issues and they may not work in every situation or at every airport.  Currently, UPS, the ATCSCC, and MITRE-CAASD are cooperating in an experiment to determine if the later of the two mechanisms would be feasible at an airport where a single carrier dominants.  This experiment utilizes a decision support system known as SMART (Self-Managed Arrival Re-sequencing Tool).  Findings from this experiment will indicate whether extension to other circumstances would be feasible.  However, it is unclear if the second class of mechanisms will work at arrival airports where there is no clear dominance by one or two carriers.


3. 	Benefits

What is the current availability of this data
	 This data is currently not available in digital format
	 The data is available within each airline AOC

How would the data be improved if it were on AOCnet
	 The user’s preferences would be acted upon
	
Who would use this data
		 The TRACON or other approach control facility

	To what uses would this data be put
 The carrier’s arrivals would be ordered based upon carrier preference instead of first come, first served allocation of arrivals among company flights
	What would the benefits be in terms of efficiency and safety
 Carrier preferred ordering would reduce misconnected passengers, arrival delays awaiting a gate to open, and downline delay propagation

Who would use this data
  ATC TRACONs and other FAA facilities

4. 	Source of the Data

Air carrier AOCs.

6. 	What Must be Done to Get this Data on AOCNet?
1.	Determine how ATC Facilities can use this data to accomplish its goal
2.	Create the proper ATC systems and procedures to facilitate the datas use
3.	Determine the proper message formats to transfer the information
4.	Create  air carrier systems to capture and disseminate this information
5.	Connect the air carrier and ATC systems to the AOCnet.


7. 	Other Issues

	The issues listed below are questions that need to be answered as the group explores various alternative operational concepts that will allow system users to express their arrival priorities.  Many of these issues are similar to the issue that the group dealt with in exploring the operational concepts associated with GDP enhancements.

1.	Will the operational concept allow priorities between flights from different users to be compared?  If a user declares a flight as being high priority, will it get preference over other flights from the same airline or over flights from other carriers as well?
2.	If a user is to declare priorities to the FAA how can it be assured that users don’t declare all flights as priority?  E.g., Each airline is able to declare 10% of their scheduled operations as being priority flights.  This declaration can vary daily.  Active flights can be declared a priority flight.  However, once a flight is declared a priority flight, its status can not change.  When considering actions, the service provider will take into account the relative priority of all flights involved.  This may include granting preference to a high priority flight from one airline over a flight from another competing carrier.
3.	Will service providers be willing to consider a flight priority in making arrival flow management decisions?
4.	Will airspace user priorities include sequencing and/or runway selection?
5.	What warranties are implied by service providers if they are unable to grant preference to priority flights and/or are unable to grant the preferred runway?
6.	Will the service provider be able implement arrival flow management techniques used today if user priorities are to be considered?  E.g., How would miles-in-trail work if a user could declare some flights as having higher priority than others?
7.	Can airspace users take the responsibility for arrival flow management when they dominate the operations at an airport (e.g., SMART)?
8.	Can two cooperating airspace users take the responsibility for arrival flow management when they dominate the operations at an airport (e.g., UAL & AAL at ORD)?
9.	How can users take responsibility for arrival flow management at airports/terminal areas where there is no clear dominate players (e.g., LGA, LAX, DCA)?
10.	How will the operational concepts ensure that small operators and/or users who don’t participate in CDM are not been penalized?
11.	How will the users determine priorities?  How can we be assured that priorities among various airlines can be compared?  Will priority definitions be uniform?
12.	How will users express priorities?  E.g., low vs. High; 1-10; specific arrival sequence;




